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Wizard Wells RanchWizard Wells Ranch
231± Acres Low-Fenced 231± Acres Low-Fenced 

Jack County, TXJack County, TX



General: The Wizard Wells Ranch is a hunter’s paradise with approximately 90% cover which hunts big 
and holds lots of game.

Location: The Ranch is 231± acres, located in the hills above Lake Bridgeport near Wizard Wells in Jack 
County Texas, and is approximately 1.5 hours northwest of the Dallas Metroplex.

Terrain: Big rolling hills with excellent cover for wildlife and scenic views. Primarily post oak with a 
good mix of browse for deer and excellent native grasses.

Improvements: The comfortable ranch house has 3 bedrooms and 3 full baths. Included in the sale is all 
furniture, 4 hunting blinds, and 4 feeders. 

Water: The ranch has 3 ponds one of which has clear deep water that has held water through each 
drought over the past 13 years and possesses multiple 8 pound bass. 

Game: This ranch has continued to produce some of the largest whitetail in the area. All low fenced, 
this ranch boasts the county record white tail ringing in at 205 B&C gross. An over 180 B&C was 
also taken and multiple 160+ inch deer are seen each year. Careful management and ancient 
native brush support the whitetail haven this ranch has become. 

Comments: This ranch is a deal with beautiful sunsets, scenic views and lots of game.

Price: Contact Joe Wilson (214-784-3725) for price.
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The information contained herein was obtained from sources
deemed to be reliable. Mapright Services makes no warranties
or guarantees as to the completeness or accuracy thereof.
844.932.6277   www.mapright.com 
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All information contained hereon has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. No 
representation or warranties, either expressed or implied are made as to its accuracy by seller or 
seller’s agents. This information is subject to changes, withdrawal, error, omission, correction, or 
prior sale without notice.  Seller can receive and accept backup contracts.


